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Abstract—A soft two-tailed microrobot in low Reynolds number
fluids does not achieve forward locomotion by identical tails re-
gardless to its wiggling frequency. If the tails are nonidentical, zero
forward locomotion is also observed at specific oscillation frequen-
cies (which we refer to as the reversal frequencies), as the propulsive
forces imparted to the fluid by each tail are almost equal in magni-
tude and opposite in direction. We find distinct reversal frequencies
for the two-tailed microrobots based on their tail length ratio. At
these frequencies, the microrobot achieves negligible net displace-
ment under the influence of a periodic magnetic field. This obser-
vation allows us to fabricate groups of microrobots with tail length
ratio of 1.24 ± 0.11, 1.48 ± 0.08, and 1.71 ± 0.09. We demon-
strate selective actuation of microrobots based on prior character-
ization of their reversal frequencies. We also implement simulta-
neous flagellar propulsion of two microrobots and show that they
can be controlled to swim along the same direction and opposite
to each other using common periodic magnetic fields. In addition,
independent motion control of two microrobots is achieved toward
two different reference positions with average steady-state error of
110.1 ± 91.8 µm and 146.9 ± 105.9 µm.

Index Terms—Beaded fibers, flagellar propulsion, low Reynolds
numbers, magnetic, soft microrobot, two-tailed.

I. INTRODUCTION

LOCOMOTION of microrobots in low-Reynolds numbers
(Re ∼ 10−5) using planar wave propagation has long been

proposed to break the constraints of Purcell’s scallop theo-
rem [1]. One approach to the actuation of these microrobots
is through the action of an oscillating magnetic field [2]–[12].
This field is used for the actuation and directional control. Ac-
tuation is achieved by applying uniform fields with a periodic
component, whereas directional control is accomplished by di-
recting these fields towards a desired direction of motion. This
approach has been implemented and proven to be effective as
it depends on relatively weak magnetic field for actuation and
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control. However, the dual function of the magnetic field to
actuate and control, does not allow independent control of multi-
ple microrobots. Donald et al. [13] have designed heterogeneous
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) microrobots. These
microrobots are classified based on the design of their steer-
ing arm actuator that enables independent maneuvering during
parallel operations and microassembly. Floyd et al. [14] and
Diller et al. [15], [16] have also achieved motion differentiation
through heterogeneous microrobot designs to enable distinct
response of the microrobot to the common dynamic driving
magnetic fields in two- and three-dimensional spaces, respec-
tively. It has also been demonstrated by Kratochvil et al. that
magnetic microrobots have the capability to achieve decoupled
motion under the influence of a driving magnetic field owing to
their different resonant frequencies [17]. Mahoney et al. have
studied the behaviour of rotating magnetic microrobots above
their step-out frequency to achieve microrobot differentiation
and independent control [18]. Wong et al. have demonstrated in-
dependent manipulation of multiple magnets at macro scale and
in one-dimensional space through the spatial non-uniformities
in the magnetic field [19]. Cappelleri et al. have also proposed
the utilization of a fine grid of in-plane MEMS-fabricated micro
coils to achieve independent control of multiple magnetic mi-
crorobots [20]. In this work, we demonstrate the capability of
two-tailed microrobots [see Fig. 1(a)] with different tail length
ratio to move independently under the influence of a common
driving magnetic field. The design of the microrobots enables
simultaneous generation of two opposite propulsive forces im-
parted to the fluid by each tail. First, we model the microrobots
based on the resistive-force theory (RFT) and find a relation be-
tween the reversal frequency and the tail length ratio. Second, we
achieve independent actuation of microrobots using a common
driving magnetic field based on their characterized reversal fre-
quencies. We also demonstrate the ability of these microrobots
to swim controllably towards different reference positions.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
provides modeling of the two-tailed microrobots and simulation
of their response. Experimental characterization of the reversal
frequencies is conducted based on the frequency response of
microrobots with different tail length ratio in Section III. In-
dependent actuation and motion control of the microrobots is
demonstrated in Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes and
provides directions for future work.

II. MODELING OF TWO-TAILED SOFT MICROROBOTS

We consider a spheroidal head with an average magnetic mo-
ment m, coinciding with its major axis. The head is rigidly
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Fig. 1. Soft two-tailed microrobots possess reversal frequencies that enable
selective actuation based on their tail length ratio. (a) A schematic representation
of the microrobot indicates wave propagation along each tail. The microrobot
consists of an elliptical head with magnetic particles embedded within its poly-
mer matrix, and two flexible tails. The particles provide magnetization m and
enable directional control under the influence of a periodic magnetic field B.
The magnetic field is provided using an electromagnetic system with orthogo-
nal configuration (inset). Non-identical tails impart unequal propulsive forces to
the fluid along opposite directions. The tail length ratio of the microrobot deter-
mines its reversal frequency at which negligible net displacement is achieved.
(b) A scanning electron microscopy image shows a microrobot with tail length
ratio of 1.13. This microrobot achieves negligible displacement regardless to
the actuation frequency.

attached at its ends to two flexible tails of length l1 and l2 , and
elasticity E [21], as shown in Fig. 1(b). The two-tailed micro-
robots are fabricated in a single fabrication step by electrospin-
ning a solution of polystyrene in dimethylformamide [22]. This
fabrication process provides continuous beaded fiber. There-
fore, the length of the tails can be adjusted to obtain several
groups of microrobots with a specific tail length ratio. Magnetic
particles are added into the polymer matrix to provide mag-
netization and enable directional control using magnetic field.
The resulting two-tailed microrobot is immersed in a medium
characterized by low Reynolds number hydrodynamics, and is
driven using periodic magnetic field B. This field is generated
using an orthogonal configuration of four electromagnetic coils
(see Fig. 1). To calculate the drag force and torque that the mi-
crorobot imparts to the fluid, we calculate the resistance matrix
Zr = Zh + Zt1 + Zt2 , where Zh , Zt1 , and Zt1 are the resis-
tance matrix of the head, first tail, and second tail, respectively.
Zh is given by

Zh =

(
Dtran −DtranSb

SbDtran Drot

)
, (1)

where Dtran and Drot are diagonal matrices of translational and
rotational resistive-force coefficients of the body, and Sb is the
skew-symmetric matrix signifying the cross-products. Further,
Zt1 and Zt2 are the resistance matrices of the first and second
tails and are given by

Zti
=
∫ lt i

0

(
RiCiRT

i −RiCiRT
i Sti

Sti
RiCiRT

i −Sti
RiCiRT

i Sti

)
dlti

, (2)

where lti
is the length of the ith tail. Further, Sti

is the skew-
symmetric matrix satisfying the cross-products, Ci and Ri are
the diagonal matrix of the local resistive force coefficients, and
the rotation matrix from local Frenet-Serret coordinate frames
to the inertial frame of reference of the microrobot along the ith
tail, respectively [23], and given by

Ci =

⎛
⎜⎝

Cti
0 0

0 Cn i
0

0 0 Cb i

⎞
⎟⎠ and Ri = [ti ni bi ] , (3)

where Cti
= −2πμ/(ln( lt i

rt i
) − 0.807) is the ith tangential local

force coefficient [24], μ is the dynamic viscosity of the medium
and rti

is the ith tail radius. The ith normal and binormal local

force coefficients are Cn i
= Cb i

= −4πμ/(ln( lt i

rt i
) + 0.193).

Further, ti , ni , and bi are the following local tangent, nor-
mal, and binormal vectors of the ith flexible tail, for i=1,2,
respectively:

ti =
dpi/dx

‖ dpi/dx ‖ ,ni =
dti/dx

‖ dti/dx ‖ ,bi = ti × ni , (4)

where pi = [x ϕi z]T is the local deformation vector and ϕi

is the ith tail deformation. The local time-dependent Frenet-
Serret frames (ti , ni , and bi) in (4) are determined by solving
the following structural deformation equation of the two-tailed
microrobot:

EiIi
∂4ϕi

∂x4 = fy +
(

Ji +
miEiIi

kiAiGi

)
∂4ϕi

∂t2∂x2

+
Ji

kiAiGi

∂2fy

∂t2
− EiIi

kiAiGi

∂2fy

∂x2

− mi
∂2ϕi

∂t2
− Jimi

kiAiGi

∂4ϕi

∂t4
, (5)

where Ei and Ii are the modulus of elasticity and second mo-
ment of area of the ith tail, respectively. fy is the lateral hy-
drodynamic force acting on the tails. Further, Ji , mi , and ki

are the moment of inertia per unit length, mass, and shape
correction coefficient [25], respectively. Ai , and Gi are the
cross-section area and shear modulus of the ith tail, respec-
tively. The local hydrodynamic forces acting on the flexible tail
are given by

[fx fy fz ]
T =

[
RiCiRT

i − RiCiRT
i Sti

] [U
Ω

]
, (6)

where U and Ω are the linear and angular velocities of the
microrobot, respectively. Now the equation of motion of the
microrobot based on the force-free swimming condition is
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Fig. 2. Forward speed (Ux ) of the two-tailed microrobot is calculated versus
the tail length ratio (r) and the actuation frequency ω. The speed is calculated
using (7) for a 215-μm-long first tail, and minor and major diameter of 25 μm
and 80 μm, respectively. Length of the second tail is increased to achieve tail
length ratio r = l1

l2
of 1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, and 2. The modulus of elasticity

(E) of the tails is 0.58 GPa. (a) The transparent plane intersects with the three-
dimensional surface at the reversal frequencies at which the microrobot achieves
negligible net displacement. The black circles indicate the calculated speeds of
the microrobot. (b) The frequency responses indicate that the long tail (for
r = 1.25, 1.5, and 1.75) provides greater propulsive force at relatively low
actuation frequencies, and as the frequency increases the short tail generates
greater propulsive force and thus the microrobot swims along the opposite
direction. For r = 2, the short tail does not provide enough propulsive force
to change the direction of the microrobot and thus results in several inflection
points.

given by

(
U
Ω

)
= −Z−1

r

(
V (m · ∇) (RrB)

V m × (RrB)

)
, (7)

where V and Rr are the volume of the magnetic particles em-
bedded into the polymer matrix of the head and a rotation matrix
between the frame of reference of the microrobot and the labo-
ratory frame of reference.

In order to study the influence of the two tails on the over-
all behaviour of the microrobot, we define the tail length ratio
r = l1

l2
. (1)–(7) are solved for distinct tail length ratios of 1 to

2 with a step of 0.125. At each tail length ratio, we allow the
periodic magnetic field to vary with frequency ω throughout
a frequency range of 1 Hz to 20 Hz. Fig. 2 shows the forward

velocity (Ux ) of two-tailed microrobots. (7) also provides the ve-
locity components along lateral directions. The forward velocity
is calculated for a 215-μm-long short tail and the length of the
second tail is set based on the mentioned tail length ratios. The
minor and major diameters of the head are 25 μm and 80 μm,
respectively. The radius of the tails is 7 μm and the viscosity of
the medium is 0.95 Pa.s. The modulus of elasticity of the tails
is measured using depth sensing indentation as 0.58 GPa [21].
Unlike one-tailed microrobots which have a unique maximum
velocity, two-tailed microrobots (r = 1.25, 1.5, and 1.75) have
two exterma with opposite signs, as shown in Fig. 2(a). The
implication of having two tails is that zero swimming speed can
be achieved at reversal frequencies (ωr) that depend on the tail
length ratio. These reversal frequencies exist between the cut-off
frequencies of each tail. The calculated velocities in Fig. 2(b)
shows that the long tail provides greater propulsive force than
the short tail at relatively low actuation frequency. Therefore,
microrobots (with 1.25 ≤ r ≤ 1.75) have two cut-off frequen-
cies for each tail, and a unique reversal frequency between its
cut-off frequencies. For instance, microrobots with tail length
ratio of 1.25, 1.5, and 1.75 reverse their swimming direction
at actuation frequency of 3.2 Hz, 4.2 Hz, and 6.4 Hz, respec-
tively. However, microrobots with tail length ratio of 2 do not
reverse their motion regardless to the actuation frequency [see
Fig. 2(b)]. The propulsive force of the short tail does not enable
the microrobot to reverse its direction and thus results in several
exterma along the velocity profile owing to its dependence on the
actuation frequency. We fabricate microrobots and characterize
their response to validate our theoretical prediction.

III. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE REVERSAL FREQUENCIES OF

TWO-TAILED MICROROBOTS

Two-tailed microrobots are fabricated with tail length ratios
of approximately 1.25, 1.5, and 1.75. These ratios are devised
based on the calculated speeds (see Fig. 2) of the microrobots at
actuation frequency range of 1 Hz to 20 Hz. The microrobots are
contained inside a deep chamber filled with glycerin with viscos-
ity of 0.95 Pas, and are allowed to swim below the glycerin-air
interface. Four electromagnetic coils with orthogonal configu-
ration are used to provide periodic magnetic field and achieve
flagellar propulsion. Each coil (with wire thickness of 0.7 mm
and 3200 turns) has length of 80 mm and inner- and outer-
diameter of 20 mm and 40 mm, respectively. The microrobots
are adjusted within the common center of the electromagnetic
coils before each characterization experiment. At this position
the magnetic field and magnetic field gradient are measured to
be 18 mT and 5 T/m, respectively. The difference between the
drag and magnetic forces along the direction of propulsion is on
the order of O(10−4) μN and thus propulsion of the microrobots
is solely due to its beating flexible tails.

Frequency response of the two-tailed microrobots is char-
acterized for each tail length ratio. The forward speed (Ux )
is calculated at each actuation frequency to determine the re-
versal frequency of the microrobots. Fig. 3(a) shows the fre-
quency response of microrobots with r � 1.5 and r � 1.75.
We observe that microrobots with r � 1.25 have reversal
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Fig. 3. Frequency responses of two groups of two-tailed microrobots indicate
their different response to a common magnetic field. (a) Periodic magnetic
field at ω � 6 Hz (black dashed vertical line) enables microrobots with tail
ratio of 1.75 to swim while keeping microrobots with tail length ratio of 1.5
fixed. At frequency of 10 Hz, microrobot with tail length ratio of 1.5 swims,
while microrobot with tail length ratio 1.75 is fixed. (b) Microrobot (r � 1.75)
swims at speed of Ux = 60 μm/s and Uy = 2.31 μm/s, at ω = 2 Hz. (c) The
microrobot swims along the opposite direction at speed of Ux = 20 μm/s and
Uy = 2.55 μm/s, at ω = 12 Hz. Please refer to the accompanying video.

frequency of 2.8 ± 0.9 Hz, and the tail-length ratio is mea-
sured to be 1.24 ± 0.11. Therefore, microrobots with r � 1.25
achieve zero displacement under the influence of periodic mag-
netic field at ω = 2.8 Hz. At this reversal frequency, the short and
long tails impart almost equal and opposite propulsive forces to
the fluid, and hence negligible net displacement is achieved. In
addition, the microrobot swims along opposite directions below
and above ωr = 2.8 Hz. The reversal frequency of microrobots
with r = 1.5 is measured to be 5.4 ± 0.7 Hz, whereas their ratio
is 1.48 ± 0.08. Fig. 3 shows the response of three microrobots
with r = 1.48, r = 1.41, and r = 1.42. In these ratios, micro-
robots achieve negligible displacement under the influence of
periodic magnetic field of approximately 5.4 Hz.

The reversal frequency increases with the tail length ratio.
For r = 1.75, the reversal frequency increases to 10.4 ± 0.5 Hz
and the tail length ratio is measured to be 1.71 ± 0.09. At this

Fig. 4. Calculated and measured reversal frequencies (ωr ) of the two-tailed
microrobots for ratio (r) of 1.25, 1.5, and 1.75. The reversal frequencies are
calculated using (7) for a 215-μm-long first tail, and minor and major diameter
of 25 μm and 80 μm, respectively. Length of the second tail is increased to
achieve tail length ratios r = l1

l2
of 1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, and 2. The averages and

standard deviations (s.d.) of the reversal frequencies and tail length ratios are
calculated using 6 samples from each group.

ratio, two-tailed microrobot achieves negligible displacement
under the influence of periodic magnetic field at ω � 10 Hz.
Fig. 3(b) shows the response of a microrobot with r = 1.75.
At ω � 2 Hz, the microrobot swims at an average speed of
Ux = 60 μm/s and lateral speed of Uy = 2.31 μm/s. We observe
that its speed decreases with the increasing actuation frequency
and reverses its direction above ω = 10 Hz. At ω = 12 Hz, the
microrobot swims along the opposite direction at an average
speed of Ux = 20 μm/s and lateral speed of Uy = 2.55 μm/s,
as shown in Fig. 3(c). Please refer to the accompanying
video.

The relation between the reversal frequency of the two-tailed
microrobots and their tail length ratio is shown in Fig. 4. We
find a qualitative agreement between the predicted reversal fre-
quencies using our RFT-based hydrodynamic model and exper-
imental results for tail length ratio of 1.25, 1.5, and 1.75. The
black curve is fitted to the simulation results obtained by solving
(7) for a range of tail length ratio of 1.125 to 1.875 with a step
of 0.125. Average velocities and standard deviations for three
ratios (r = 1.25, 1.5, and 1.75) are measured using six samples
for each tail length ratio. The theoretical model presented in
(1)–(7) predicts reversal frequencies of 3.2 Hz, 4.2 Hz, 6.4 Hz
whereas the measured reversal frequencies are 2.8 ± 0.9 Hz,
5.4 ± 0.7 Hz, and 10.4 ± 0.5 Hz for r = 1.25, 1.5, and 1.75, re-
spectively. The differences between the theoretical predictions
and measurements are attributed to errors in some of the param-
eters that enter the model. These errors influence our theoretical
predictions as RFT theory is based on time-dependent veloc-
ity and force prediction that necessitates accurate extraction of
resistive-force coefficients. Our experimental results and theo-
retical prediction show that the reversal frequency increases with
the tail length ratio. Therefore, adding multiple microrobots with
different reversal frequency enables independent maneuvering
using a common driving magnetic field.
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Fig. 5. Independent flagellar propulsion of 2 two-tailed microrobots is achieved using a common periodic magnetic field. The first (left) and second (right)
microrobots have tail length ratios of 1.74 and 1.43, respectively. (a) Under the influence of periodic magnetic field at frequency of 10 Hz, the first robot achieves
negligible displacement, whereas the second microrobot swims at an average speed of 15.92 μm/s. (b) The trajectories shows that microrobot with tail length ratio
of 1.74 drifts sideways and does not move forward. (c) At ω = 8 Hz, the first microrobot swims at an average speed of 44.11 μm/s, while the second microrobot
achieves negligible displacement. (d) The trajectories taken by the microrobots indicate that microrobot with tail length ratio of 1.43 does not swim or drift at its
reversal frequency. The black arrows indicate the direction of the microrobots Please refer to the accompanying video.

IV. INDEPENDENT CONTROL OF TWO-TAILED MICROROBOTS

We demonstrate open-loop and closed-loop independent con-
trol by applying a common magnetic field to microrobots with
different tail length ratios.

A. Open-Loop Independent Actuation

Fig. 5(a) shows the response of two microrobots with tail
length ratios of 1.43 and 1.73. A microrobot with 260-μm-long
and 150-μm-long first and second tails is placed next to another
microrobot with 290-μm-long and 202-μm-long first and sec-
ond tails, respectively. The two microrobots are separated with
approximately one body length to decrease their influence on
each other. However, the flagellar beating of the ultra-thin flex-
ible tails of the microrobots induces frequency dependant flow-
field, and as a consequence, the other microrobot drifts based
on the induced field [26]. First, we show the ability to move
one microrobot only and then reverse this action to demon-
strate selective actuation and flagellar propulsion of one of the
two-tailed microrobots. Periodic magnetic field at ω = 10 Hz is
applied. This frequency is close to the reversal frequency of mi-
crorobots with r = 1.73, and as a consequence, the microrobot
with r = 1.73 (left) achieves negligible net displacement along
its long axis, while the other microrobot (right) with r = 1.43
swims at an average speed of 15.92 μm/s and its induced flow-
field is responsible for the drift of the other microrobot at speed
of Uy = 7.5 μm/s. The trajectories taken by the two microrobots

are shown in Fig. 5(b). These trajectories indicate that the mi-
crorobot with tail length ratio of 1.73 does not achieve flagellar
swim but drifts sideways.

Now we reverse this action by applying periodic magnetic
field at ω = 8 Hz, as shown in Fig. 5(c). We observe that the mi-
crorobot with r = 1.43 achieves negligible displacement, while
the other microrobot with r = 1.73 swims at an average speed
of 44.11 μm/s and moves along its lateral direction at speed
of 7.1 μm/s. Fig. 5(d) shows the trajectories taken by the mi-
crorobots and indicates that microrobot with r = 1.43 achieves
negligible displacement and does not drift, while the micro-
robot with r = 1.73 drifts while achieving flagellar propulsion.
This behaviour is observed more at relatively low actuation fre-
quencies [see Fig. 5(b)] and has less influence at relatively high
actuation frequencies.

It is also possible to actuate the two-tailed microrobots si-
multaneously along one direction based on the frequency re-
sponse in Fig. 3. Fig. 6(a) demonstrates this response using pe-
riodic magnetic field at ω = 3 Hz. At this frequency the micro-
robot with r = 1.43 swims at an average speed of 61.34 μm/s,
whereas the other microrobot swims at 23.66 μm/s along the
same direction [see Fig. 6(b)]. The frequency response of the
microrobots also suggests that motion reversal can be achieved
above the reversal frequencies of both microrobots. Again this
behaviour is demonstrated in Fig. 6(c). We apply periodic mag-
netic field at ω = 16 Hz. This common magnetic field enables
the microrobots with r = 1.43 and r = 1.73 to swim along the
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Fig. 6. Independent flagellar propulsion of 2 two-tailed microrobots is achieved using a common periodic magnetic field. The first (left) and second (right)
microrobots have tail length ratios of 1.74 and 1.43, respectively. (a) Under the influence of periodic magnetic field at frequency of 3 Hz, the first and second
microrobot swim along same direction at an average speed of 61.34 μm/s and 23.66 μm/s, respectively. (b) Trajectories of the microrobot indicate a slight
sideways motion during flagellar propulsion. (c) At ω = 16 Hz, the first and second microrobot swim along same direction at an average speed of 50.43 μm/s and
28.69 μm/s, respectively. (d) The trajectories taken by the microrobots indicate negligible motion along the lateral direction of the microrobots. The black arrows
indicate the direction of motion of the microrobots. Please refer to the accompanying video.

Fig. 7. Independent flagellar propulsion of 2 two-tailed microrobots is achieved using a common periodic magnetic field. (a) The first (left) and second (right)
microrobots have tail length ratios of 1.74 and 1.43, respectively. The microrobots are controlled to swim along opposite directions. The first and second microrobots
swim at average speed of 4 μm/s and 16.34 μm/s under the influence of periodic magnetic field at frequency of 9 Hz. (b) The trajectories indicate that microrobot
with r = 1.74 drifts sideways while swimming along opposite direction to microrobot with r = 1.43. The black arrows indicate the direction of motion of the
microrobots. Please refer to the accompanying video.

opposite directions together at average speeds of 50.43 μm/s
and 28.69 μm/s [see Fig. 6(d)], respectively. Please refer to the
accompanying video.

The frequency response of the two-tailed microrobots also
indicates actuation frequencies that enable the two microrobots
to swim along opposite directions. Fig. 3 shows that within
actuation frequencies of 5 Hz and 10 Hz, microrobots with
r = 1.5 and r = 1.75 swim along opposite directions using
a common magnetic field. This response is demonstrated in
Fig. 7(a). We apply periodic magnetic field at ω = 9 Hz and
observe that the two microrobots swim along opposite direc-
tions. The microrobot with r = 1.43 swims at an average speed
of 4 μm/s, whereas the other microrobot with r = 1.73 swims

along the opposite direction at 16.34 μm/s and drifts sideways,
as shown in Fig. 7(b). Although our theoretical model does not
account for interactions between microrobots, our experimental
results on single and two microrobots indicate that lateral motion
is caused by the induced flow-field of the flexible tails of the
microrobots. Fig. 3 shows representative flagellar propulsion
of single microrobot with negligible lateral velocity compo-
nent owing to absence of interaction with another microrobot,
whereas Figs. 5–7 indicate hydrodynamic interactions caused
by the induced flow-field of two microrobots [26]. This effect
can be mitigated by implementing closed-loop motion control
to correct the direction of propulsion. Please refer to the accom-
panying video.
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Fig. 8. Closed-loop control of 2 two-tailed microrobots with r = 1.2 and r = 1.7 is achieved towards two reference positions. (a) Microrobot with r = 1.2
is controlled to swim towards reference position R1 at ω = 11.5 Hz (reversal frequency of microrobot with r = 1.7). Microrobot with r = 1.7 is controlled to
swim towards reference position R2 at ω = 3.5 Hz (reversal frequency of microrobot with r = 1.7). The reference positions are indicated using the blue and red
circles. Scale bar is 350 μm. (b) The trajectories of the microrobots indicate that the microrobots are positioned within the vicinity of the two reference position
with steady-state errors of 175 μm and 72 μm for microrobots with r = 1.2 and r = 1.7, respectively. Please refer to the accompanying video.

B. Independent Motion Control of Microrobots

We implement independent motion control of 2 two-tailed
microrobots by teleoperation with an Exterme 3D pro Joystick
(963290-0403, logitech, Newark, USA). Our control strategy
capitalizes mainly on the reversal frequencies of each micro-
robot, and is implemented as follows: (1) We determine the
reversal frequencies (based on Fig. 4) of the first and second
microrobots (ωr1 and ωr2 ). (2) Two reference positions (R1 and
R2) are selected in any arbitrary location for each microrobot.
(3) Position errors between R1 and the center of mass of the
spheroidal head of microrobot ©1 and R2 and center of mass
of microrobot ©2 are measured. (4) Uniform magnetic fields
pointing towards R1 are applied based on the calculated posi-
tion error [27]. (5) A periodic component is applied at ωr2 and
switched off when microrobot ©1 reaches at R1. (6) Uniform
magnetic fields are applied towards R2. (7) Periodic component
is applied at ωr1 and switched off when microrobot ©2 reaches
at R2.

The mentioned control strategy is based on actuating one
microrobot with the reversal frequency of the other, and vice
versa. Therefore, microrobot ©2 achieves negligible displace-
ment while microrobot ©1 is swimming towards R1 at ωr2 , and
vice versa. Fig. 8 shows a representative control trial of 2 two-
tailed microrobots with tail length ratios of 1.2 and 1.7. The
reversal frequency of the microrobot with r = 1.2 is 3.5 Hz,
whereas the reversal frequency of the microrobot with r = 1.7
is 11.5 Hz. At the time interval, 0 < t < 33 seconds, uniform
magnetic field is applied and oriented towards R1 with peri-
odic component at ω = 11.5 Hz. In this interval, microrobot
with r = 1.7 achieves negligible displacement and orients it-
self with the dynamic magnetic field [see Fig. 8(a)]. At time,
t = 33 seconds, the frequency of the periodic component is
switched to 3.5 Hz to allow the microrobot with r = 1.7 to
swim towards R2. Once the two microrobots are separated with

approximately one body length, the control system switches the
frequency to adjust each microrobot within the vicinity of its
reference position. Fig. 8(b) shows the trajectories taken by the
microrobots in this representative trial and indicates that the
steady-state errors of microrobots with r = 1.2 and r = 1.7 are
175 μm and 72 μm, respectively. The average positioning er-
rors of the two-tailed microrobots within the vicinity of R1 and
R2 are 110.1 ± 91.8 μm and 146.9 ± 105.9 μm, respectively.
Please refer to the accompanying video.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We demonstrate independent locomotion of two-tailed mi-
crorobots with different tail length ratio under the influence of
a common driving magnetic field. The microrobots are mod-
eled using RFT to predict the influence of the tail length ratio
and actuation frequency on their propulsion. Our model pre-
dicts distinct parametric spaces (tail length ratio and actuation
frequencies) that enable selective actuation and motion differen-
tiation of microrobots. We also find qualitative and quantitative
agreement between our theoretical prediction and experimental
results. Our experimental results shows that the reversal fre-
quencies of the microrobots are 2.8 ± 0.9 Hz, 5.4 ± 0.7 Hz, and
10.4 ± 0.5 Hz for tail length ratios of 1.24 ± 0.11, 1.48 ± 0.08,
and 1.71 ± 0.09, respectively, whereas our model predicts re-
versal frequencies of 3.2 Hz, 4.2 Hz, and 6.4 Hz for tail length
ratios of 1.25, 1.5, and 1.75, respectively. We also implement se-
lective actuation of microrobots, simultaneous flagellar propul-
sion along one direction, and simultaneous propulsion along
opposite directions. In addition, independent motion control of
two-tailed microrobots towards different reference positions is
demonstrated based on their characterized reversal frequencies.

As part of future studies, we will implement independent mo-
tion control of multiple (more than two) two-tailed microrobots
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towards several reference positions. This level of control is nec-
essary to enable multiple microrobots to accomplish complex
tasks that require execution of different tasks simultaneously.
Our current RFT-based hydrodynamic model predicts the be-
haviour of a single microrobot for a range of tail length ratio
and actuation frequencies. The model will be modified to predict
the interactions between adjacent microrobots and the flow-field
generated by two-tailed microrobots will be measured using
particle image velocimetry for single and multiple two-tailed
microrobots. This modification is necessary to study the influ-
ence of microrobots on each other during actuation and motion
control of multiple microrobots.
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